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Change log
Version
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.1
1.2

1.

Change log
Initial version
Reformatting
Additional chapters added
Update .PACKAGE chapter 2.6
Final version
Added Extra Padlock case in Appendix A

RELEASE 7.2
Release 7.2 includes several security related changes, details of which are not disclosed here. We strongly recommend that you upgrade all hardware and software
devices to this release.
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2.

GateManager

2.1. Free Web-Server Certificate (Lets Encrypt)
From GateManager release 7.2 it is now possible to install a royalty-free Webserver Certificate. If your server already has a trusted Web certificate there is
no reason to use this option.
Before:

After:

We have implemented the Let’s Encrypt service, and an install wizard that
should be self-explained as far as possible.
Requirements:
•

Full Qualified Domain Name - the GateManager will need a public
DNS name

•

There must be access from the internet to port 80 on the
GateManager

•

GateManager must have full DNS service access to the internet (outbound UDP port 53)

•

The DNS name and the public IP address of the GateManager must
be the same

Some of the requirements are not mandatory and if the requirements are not
fulfilled the installation wizard will prompt and guide with instructions.
Nice to know:
•

The Web Certificate will automatically be renewed every 30 days.

•

Do not manually try to renew the certificate too many times. There are
a limit and exceeding this limit the GateManager will be rejected. Release time will be 7 days (see appendix).

•

For testing it is recommended to use a staging server. (see appendix
“Staging server for experimental tests”)

•

There is no guarantee that various web browser providers will NOT
reject the Let’s Encrypt CA in the future, but when writing this, the
certificate has full support with all major browser providers.
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2.1.1. Successful installation
Log in as Server Administrator and select Server -> Certificates.

This server is configured correct and you can press [Free Cert] to start the
Let’s Encrypt process.
If in case, there should be a configuration issue, it will be shown in red as
shown in the figure below:
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Pressing the [Register] button will start the Web-server Certificate process and
the certificate will automatically be installed.

The browser address bar should now show:

You might need to close the browser to make a fresh update.
For troubleshooting and more information see APPENDIX – Let’s Encrypt
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2.1.2. SSL test using Free Web-certificate - Top Rating

On this GateManager we installed a free Let’s Encrypt Web-server Certificate
and ran an online SSL scan from “ssllabs.com”.

2.2. Secondary ID (Serial 2)
Requirements:
-

Both SiteManager and GateManager must run 7.2 to activate Secondary
ID.

From release 7.2, all appliances have been issued a Secondary ID.

In addition to the normal serial number generated by the appliance, we have
added a Secondary ID (also named “Serial2”) to enhance security.
2.2.1. Secondary ID secure your SiteManager
The first time a SiteManager connect to a GateManager version 7.2 it will exchange the Secondary ID and only GateManager and this SiteManager will
know this number. If another SiteManager try to reuse a previous SiteManager’s connection it will be rejected because it doesn’t know the Secondary
ID.
This is especially important for SiteManager Embedded that in some cases
can be hard copied and thereby use the same Serial number, but Serial2 (Secondary ID) will be unique.
2.2.2. Known issues implementing Secondary ID
In general, there will be no issue when starting using the Secondary ID implemented in 7.2. It is only in case a SiteManager is downgraded to pre-7.2 releases or for some reason has been flashed and the Secondary ID has been
removed. For more details about issues see APPENDIX – Troubleshooting
Secondary ID
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2.3. Account Certificates changed to SHA-256
From release 7.2, the GateManager will start using SHA-256 certificates for
all accounts created after the upgrade.
Old and existing accounts will continue to use the previous SHA-1 certificate
until it is renewed.
Renewing account certificates can be performed on each account or using the
global renew feature.
This requires a Server Administrator account.

When pressing the “Accounts” button a list of all accounts that are using the
old SHA-1 certificate will be shown. From this menu, it is possible to renew all
or selected accounts in one go.
When an account is renewed, it will be marked as shown below:
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IMPORTANT! – renewing an account will send a new account certificate to
the user and the old certificate can no longer be used.

2.4. GateManager support dual source IP
From release 7.2 it is now possible to disable the source IP restrictions on the
GateManager. Previous GateManager versions would have a restriction on
the source IP of the client this is no longer necessary due to the encryption
implemented. This also solves the cases where a company is using dual internet connections for load balancing or as many mobile internet providers are
using multiple gateways to the internet.
GateManager Server Administrators only:
Server > Config > Go To Appliance / Relay Settings:

Note: This don not relate to LinkManager GTA (Go To Appliance) because it
always use a tunnelled connection.
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2.5. Internal DEBUG GUI
By default, the Debug GUI has been disabled.
Debug GUI on https://<SERVERIP>:444 enables access to the GateManager
backend OS and is only useful for debugging and troubleshooting.

The “Debug GUI” button has been removed from the GateManager Appliance
view:

To enable the Debug GUI again, go to Server -> Config -> Web Services &
Debug Console:

Place a checkmark and click “Save”:

After a refresh of the GateManager view, the “Debug GUI” button will have
returned:
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2.6. Show selected item details in the right-side panel

From any list in the right-side window you can now click an item to show the
appliance/object details below.

2.7. Comment on Firmware
As always you can add a comment to the uploaded firmware on the
GateManager Server. From 7.2 this comment will also be shown in the appliance detail window.

Add a Comment when uploading a new firmware, i.e. “SME for Windows”.
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The Comment is then shown after the firmware build number. This is intended
to link a product number, like v6110, to a description.
The fact that this SiteManager Embedded (SME) is for a Windows operation
system will now be explained by the text “[SME for Windows]”.
If you need to change the comment, just upload the firmware one more time.

2.8. Firmware comment autogenerated from firmware pack
From release 7.2 you can make your own ZIP archive of firmware bundles that
each contain a comment as described in the “Comment on Firmware” chapter.
In this way, you do not have to enter a comment when you upload the ZIP
archive to the GateManager.
This is only relevant if you have your own GateManager. These comments
can only be changed or created by the Server Administrator.
2.8.1. Example of firmware comments
Create a folder on your local PC called “Release 7.2”.
In this folder, create a text file called “.PACKAGE.TXT” (including the leading
. (dot)).
Edit the “.PACKAGE.TXT” file so that it contains one line:
PACKAGE=Public_Release_7.2
Paste in all the firmware files (*.ffs) in to this folder and ZIP it in to the file:
Public_Release_7.2.zip
Uploading the zip file to GateManager will automatically create the comment
“Public Release 7.2” for all firmware files.
2.8.2. Individual comments
If you need to have a different comment for one or more firmware files you just
to create a sub-folder (any name will do) and place a “.PACKAGE.TXT” file in
this folder together with the .ffs file.
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2.9. “Audit Log Boundary” once every day (log heartbeat)
A customer request to monitor if the system is still alive has been implemented. In case the GateManager has not reported anything to the event log
or to the remote syslog we now send a boundary log every day at 00:00 o’clock
that serves as a heartbeat.

2.10. Failed Login Limits with certificate
Just as “Username/Password” accounts on the GateManager, certificate
logins are now a part of the Failed Login limits. More than 3 failed logins will
result in the following:

2.11. Audit log Summary View not default
Beginning from 7.2, the Summary View in the Audit tab is no longer the default
view. Before 7.2 it would look like this:

After 7.2, the default setting the same data will now look like this:
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2.12. Disabling LinkManager Mobile
It is now possible to disable LinkManager Mobile globally on the server.
This can only be done in “Expert Mode” under “Server -> Config -> Miscellaneous”:

Turning this option off will not block the LinkManager Mobile login screen.
When the user is authenticated, the server will display the following message:
GateManager Login Failed
LinkManager Mobile service is disabled.
This option will not require a reboot of the server.

2.13. New Startup Wizard welcome screen
The Startup Wizard now contains a link to the Getting Started guide:
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2.14. New Backup verification option
It is now possible to verify an existing GateManager backup before restoring
the complete GateManager.

When this option is selected, the server will perform a restart.
2.14.1. Result
When the verify process is initiated it will provide the following output:

Verifying FTP Backup 2017-03-16-17:26:14
Restore log
Retrieve Backup File Started ...
Retrieve Backup File Done: Thu Mar 16 17:30:09 UTC 2017
Restore: Checking backup file
Restore: Backup file ok
Restore: Unpacking backup file
Restore: unpacking zipped files
Restore: CHECK COMPLETED
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2.15. Encrypted Backup and Exports

Entering a password will enable AES256 encrypted backup.
This is also possible when exporting a domain from the GateManager Portal:

2.16. Two-factor Authentication
The new two-factor authentication is available for both LinkManager and LinkManager Mobile accounts.
2.16.1. Prerequisites
1. The GateManager must have SMS service enabled.
2. The account using two-factor authentication must have a mobile phone
number registered under “Mobile:”.
3. The Domain where the accounts are placed must have SMS service enabled.
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2.16.2. LinkManager Mobile
When using LinkManager mobile, create the account with the following parameters:

Then login to the GateManager through the normal LinkManager Mobile
username/password page. After successful login, an SMS text will be send to
your mobile:

And the following will be displayed:

Enter the code and click “Login”.
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If the code is not entered within 100 seconds, the page will time-out:

2.16.3. LinkManager
See the chapter on ”Two-factor Authentication” for LinkManager.

2.17. Starter package mails
The starter package mails, in all languages, now generically points to
http://info.secomea.com/basic, referencing the existence of a “Getting Started
Guide”.

2.18. 8250 Installation on 64-bit OS
When the GateManager 8250 is installed on a 64-bit operating system, it will
now warn about missing 32 bit libraries:

Then just install the libraries a restart the installation (i.e. on Debian use “aptget install libstdc++6”).
The installer will then identify the aborted installation and note that it as “Incomplete GateManager installation found” and then continue with the installation.
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2.19. In-Browser VNC viewer
For information about the functionality and prerequisites of the In-Browser
VNC viewer, please see the section ”In-Browser VNC Viewer”.
For selecting a GTA to a VNC service, go to the Agent (see agent “Configuring
the agent” in the LinkManager mobile section) and observe the details frame
on the right:

If no checkmark is placed in “External Viewer”, the In-Browser VNC viewer is
chosen.
If a checkmark is present, the normal 7.1 functionality is selected:

Please note the 30 second time-out for the above box. If no connection attempt has been made within 30 seconds, the connection will be closed.

2.20. Miscellaneous
The GateManager will not be tracked by web crawlers like Google and Bing
anymore. "noindex” and “nofollow" have been added to the GateManager and
LinkManager Mobile.

2.21. New help bulb’s
As always, we add new help information on the GateManager Portal.
Available for GateManager server administrators only:
Server > Config:
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Server > Config > Go To Appliance / Relay Settings:

3.

EasyLogging/Relaying

3.1. Inter-device relaying
It is now possible to setup a static Device Relay to access an existing Server
Relay on the same SiteManager.
It is also possible to create a device agent and using a LinkManager connection to access the Static Server Relay.
This was possible in 6.2 but has been unavailable since introduction of
EasyLogging in 7.0.

3.2. Failure to reenable relay after device down
If the EasyLogging client became unavailable to ICMP ping and then comes
back up again, it would not reenable the EasyLog Client relay.
This has been fixed in 7.2.

3.3. Support for EasyLog Master Push agent on SM-E
SiteManager Embedded has been extended to be able to run a Push Master
Agent.
This enables the SiteManager Embedded to act as “Log-Master Pull” on cloud
based SCADA systems that are based on devices pushing data to them.
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4.

SiteManager

4.1. Troubleshoot extended
The troubleshoot function has been extended with new test on multiple DHCP
servers, UPLINK probe feedback, proxy settings test on UPLINK and a few
graphical updates.

The SiteManager will now detect multiple DHCP servers on the UPLINK or
the DEV network.

In this case two DHCP servers are recorded on the DEV1 network.
Indication is Yellow because it can in some installations be wanted to have
multiple DHCP servers.
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In this case the SiteManagers own DHCP server on DEV1 is also enabled and
is likely not wanted.

4.2. System and modem temperature
Appliances with build in modem now show both system temperature and modem temperature.
This is only available in models like 1139 and 3339.

SiteManager 3439 will show only modem temperature:
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In GateManager you will see the modem temperature as TEMP2 if available:

4.3. Default GUI time-out
When logging directly in to the SiteManager GUI (not through the
GateManager) the default timeout for the session have been set to 10 minutes
(down from 30).

4.4. Forwarding Agent update
Various updates and fixes are scheduled for the Forwarding Agent in the
upcoming release 7.3.
4.4.1. Forwarding Agent with support for dynamic hostname update

You can now use hostnames in the Forwarding Agent. The agent will periodically be scanned in case the hostname has changed over time. A DNSPOLL
interval can be set on each Forwarding Agent.
The Status > GateManager page will show as in the figure above where some
of the hostnames has timed out and will again be reactivated when the hostname again can be resolved.
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4.4.2. Error messages:
Because Forwarding Agent is a script language you must expect to see various mysterious messages in case the hostnames cannot be resolved.
Here are a few examples when the hostnames cannot be resolved, note that
when the hostnames again can be resolved the error will disappear:
-

iptables v1.4.6: can't initialize iptables table `nat': No chain/target/match by
that name Perhaps iptables or your kernel needs to be upgraded.
iptables: Invalid argument. Run `dmesg' for more information.

In most cases where will be a hint about the course of the problem like below
hint that show that the hostname pc3.local fail to resolve in to an IP address:
-

Unknown target host:: pc3.local

4.4.3. Forwarding Agent and dual UPLINK
If you are setting up Forwarding Agent using local hostnames like myPC.domain.local or printer7.domain.local you can only use the local DNS server to
resolve these hostnames. This require that your SiteManager will keep using
the local DNS server even when SiteManager shift to UPLINK2(4G) as default
uplink interface.
This is how you do it.
Lets say the local domain is domain.local so the printer on 7th floor is called
printer7.domain.local.
1) Setup the local DNS settings on your SiteManager:
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2) Setting up the Forwarding Agent with the know two hostnames:

Primary DNS is 192.168.12.1, but this is only when UPLINK is default interface. When UPLINK2 takes over, SiteManager will also set 62.44.166.197 as
primary DNS. Because Master Domain is set to domain.local all hostnames/dns names using that hostdomain it will continue using 192.168.12.1
as DNS server for these hostnames.
Note that “pc” in myPC.domain.local must be in lower case.

4.5. Other Agent updates
4.5.1. Schneider -> Ethernet agent
Add Schneider Vijeo Extended Designer (VXD) support (tcp port 3300-3350
and 8000-8050).
4.5.2. Schneider -> USB HMI agent
Add Schneider STO 715 HMI with vendor ID: 114E:000D
4.5.3. Beckhoff -> Ethernet Agent
The existing “Ethernet” agent was renamed to “Legacy (Ethernet)”.
A new Ethernet agent has been created. This agent does not utilize the path
“upnpdevice/index.htm” when accessing the WWW service.
Also, HTTP timers and connection limits have been reverted to default settings.
4.5.4. Desktop PC Agent
Failed services are now pinged every 30 seconds (up from 10).
4.5.5. Mitsubishi Agent
The Mitsubishi agent have been renamed to “Mitsubishi Electric”.
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4.5.6. Hilscher USB
New Hilscher > Gateway (USB) supporting a number of netX Gateway solution devices. Note that this is limited to a RTT of 40 msec.

4.6. APN updates
3 Japanese APN's have been added to the SiteManager:
Carrier: NTT Docomo(iij), MCC: 440, MNC: 10,
APN: sd.iijmobile.jp, User: mobile@iij, Password: iij
Carrier: NTT Docomo(nifty), MCC: 440, MNC: 10,
APN: mda.nifty.com, User: mda@nifty, Password: nifty
Carrier: NTT Docomo(ocn), MCC: 440, MNC: 10,
APN: lte-d.ocn.ne.jp, User: mobileid@ocn, Password: mobile

4.7. Force the APN option
If in case, you don’t want the SiteManager to automatically select between the
known APN’s you can force the SiteManager to only try the configured APN.
If the APN field is blank the SiteManager will try all know APN’s for this SIM
card:

If the APN is specified it will try 10 times the configured APN and then try to
list of known APN’s for this SIM card:

Leading = sign will force SiteManager to keep using the specified APN:
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5.

SiteManager Embedded

5.1. EasyLog Master (PUSH) agent
From Release 7.2 we now include one EasyLog Master Agent. The PUSH
agent is supported for all SiteManager Embedded models.

5.2. EasyLog Client update
A fix for SiteManager Embedded and its EasyLog(PUSH) Client now allow any
IP aliases created on the host to be used as EasyLog Server Addresses. Previous version did not notice any aliases on the host to be valid.

The address 1.2.3.4 must manually be created on the host and SiteManager
Embedded will accept this as the Easylog Server Address and the Device
“pushing” data is 192.168.100.201

5.3. Enhanced Write Filter (EWF) support
Special attention to EWF and the new Secondary ID add on in this release
7.2. See chapter Secondary ID (Serial 2) for related information.
In some SiteManager Embedded (SME) installations, the host will have “Enhanced Write Filter” (EWF) installed and activated. To make any changes to
the SME configuration you need to disable EWF or the changes will be rolled
back after a reboot of the host.
When the SiteManager Embedded detects the presence of an EWF system,
the [Upgrade] button will disappear. As the panel/HMI will not receive the upgrade properly when EWF is enabled, the option has been disabled.
EWF will prevent any systems on the host to make changes to the storage. If
the SME has been reconfigured or in this case create a Secondary ID stored
in Windows Registry, it will all be erased on the next report of the host/panel.
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The SiteManager Embedded WEB GUI will show a Warning if EWF is enabled:

If the SME is upgraded and the host/HMI has at some time been repowered,
then the Secondary ID has not been stored due to EWF and therefor no longer
included in the SME configuration.
This will result in the scenario described here “Secondary ID (Serial 2)”:

Note: The GateManager Portal will show the build: 17102 but SME is now
back to previous build: 17033 (see “Secondary ID (Serial 2)”)
The result is that the SME will be rejected and locked-out by the GateManager
and shown as:

The SiteManager Embedded GUI will show:

For how directions on reconnecting, see “Reconnect periods” in APPENDIX –
Troubleshooting Secondary ID.
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5.4. Extended version information
If a special firmware version is released, it will be parallel to the master branch.
When this happens, a new version information field will be added to the “Status -> System” menu of the SiteManager Embedded GUI:

5.5. Agent updates
5.5.1. Desktop PC Agent
The Desktop PC agent will now TCP ping failed services every 30 seconds
(up from 10).
The services are now only checked at agent start up, as to not overload sensitive services.
5.5.2. Subnet Agent
Starting the SiteManager Embedded on Windows CE could in some cases
end up in a state where the Subnet Agent was down.
It will now allow for interface changes to occur after it has been started.
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6.

LinkManager

6.1. Round-trip Time
Due to some confusion, the “Refresh” icon has a mouse-over explaining the
functionality of the icon. It will not reset the connection, but remeasure the total
round-trip time from the the PC running the LinkManager to the SiteManager
and back.

6.2. Auto-connect as default
Auto-connect is now enabled as the default setting for LinkManager connections.

It can be changed by unticking the box, and will be remembered through different browsers.
When a connection is established the chosen setting can be seen here:
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6.3. LinkManager login with password & SMS code
The new SMS passcode system can be used with LinkManager Accounts,
both to send the initial password, and to use a mobile phone for 2-factor authentication.

When it is selected to SMS the new password, the following text will appear.

When logging in to the LinkManager with the new certificate, an SMS will be
send with the SMS passcode:

Then enter the passcode and log in to the GateManager:
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6.4. New LinkManager disclaimer
The LinkManager console now displays a disclaimer when installing and renewing the certificate.

6.5. Two-factor Authentication
The new two-factor authentication are available for both LinkManager and
LinkManager Mobile accounts.
6.5.1. Prerequisites
1. The GateManager must have SMS service enabled.
2. The account using two-factor authentication must have a mobile phone
number registered under “Mobile:”.
3. The Domain where the accounts are placed must have SMS service enabled.
4. The LinkManager version must be 7.2 or above.
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6.5.2. LinkManager Login
Create the LinkManager account with the following parameters:

The information about the SMS code is not embedded in the certificate. If the
Authentication SMS setting is toggled the certificate will not be renewed, as
the SMS code information is stored on the GateManager account.
Then login to the GateManager through the normal LinkManager program.
After successful login, an SMS text will be send to your mobile:

And the following will be displayed in your LinkManager:

Click “Login” to use the passcode.
6.5.3. Pre 7.2 LinkManagers (IMPORTANT!)
IMPORTANT: When using a LinkManager version before 7.2, it will not have
the two-factor authentication feature implemented.
This will leave the user without the code input box. See screenshot:

It will not be possible for the user to login with this version of the LinkManager.
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6.5.4. Other information
When the passcode has been used, it will stay valid for 12 hours for the local
LinkManager in this period you can login without using the SMS code.
There are 3 attempts to enter the SMS code. Then this will be displayed:

6.6. Downgrading LinkManager and SecondaryID
Please note that if you downgrade the LinkManager to a pre 7.2 version, the
LinkManager Appliance Object will not have a valid registration code.
This will result in the following warning when logging in through the LinkManager:

You will then have to manually accept it through the padlock icon on the
GateManager:

Then you can login again.
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6.7. LinkManager Security Advisory Statement
A new Security information has been added to the LinkManager:

New browsers unconditionally labels non TLS/SSL sessions as “unsafe” if a
password field or other input field is present:

The LinkManager does not need to make a secure connection as no data on
the specific connection ever leaves the local PC unencrypted.
An explanation for this scenario has been provided when clicking the padlock:
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7.

LinkManager Mobile

7.1. Version information
It is now possible to see the version number in LinkManager Mobile
Click “Audit” and the information are located in the upper right hand corner.

7.2. Login screen functionality
It is now possible to add a logo to the LinkManager Mobile login screen, to
either display a legal message (or any other HTML formatted page) or link to
an existing page.
The logo should be created as a PNG file named “lmm-login-info.png” and
uploaded to the server under “Files -> Public”.
Then there is a choice between an HTML file (named “lmm-lgin-info.html”) that
contains the whole page or a text file (called “lmm-lgin-info.txt”) that contains
a link to another page.
If both files are present, the text file will take precedence.
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There is a new lightbulb text explaining the process:

The files are uploaded through the “plus” icon and must have the exact filename:

When both files are present, like this:
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The result will appear when logging in to LinkManager Mobile:

7.3. In-Browser VNC Viewer
This release contains a new build-in VNC viewer to be used from any device
using a major Web Browser.
7.3.1. Prerequisites
The connection will take place through an encrypted session and there are no
external dependencies.
Supported browsers:
•

Google Chrome

•

Internet Explorer

•

Microsoft Edge

•

Mozilla FireFox

•

Opera*

•

Safari*

(* see below for limitations)

The VNC server type should not make a big difference, testing was done on
major VNC servers (UltraVNC, TightVNC, etc.) including native versions for
panels with Windows CE - like the EfonVNC, which is widely used on brand
name panels.
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7.3.2. Known issues
Please note the following:
1. A self-signed web certificate is not allowed. If detected, the In-Browser
VNC option will be either be disabled or not selectable.
2. Opera will not have full functionality on iOS, Android and Linux
3. Konqueror is not supported
4. Safari will not function in private mode, as the LocalStorage is then set to
0 (this might hold true for other browsers).
5. Mozilla FireFox on Android could in some instances display a hand icon
instead of the configuration icon, but the placement and functionality is
working.
6. Please not that In-Browser VNC will not connect if the “User name:” field
is used.
7. Locking the mobile device will disable the connection to the target.
7.3.3. Configuring the agent
Setting up an In-Browser VNC agent is no different from an external agent.
Just create any VNC capable agent, like the “Remote Destop (VNC)” agent:

Clicking properties will give you additional options:
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Selecting “Always On:” is necessary on most Windows 7 and 10 installations when using the VNC viewer to access a workstation
screen. This is due to the internal firewall, that prohibits IMCP pings
from coming through. The Agent uses ICMP ping to check if the agent target
is up. Either configure the firewall to let the ICMP ping though, or just assume
the unit is up by selecting “Always On:”.

In-Browser VNC viewer already enabled when upgrading to 7.2. An
external VNC viewer can always be selected over the internal viewer
when using either GTA from GateManager or LinkManager mobile.
This can be set globally from the agent directly by selecting “Use external
viewer:”.
Use cases for this option, could be special native VNC servers that require
tailored clients or APPs that was created to handle the VNC client.
As stated above, please do not use the “User name:” with the InBrowser VNC viewer. This option was meant to pass information to
the LinkManager service. Not to LinkManager Mobile.

Setting a password will enable the In-Browser VNC viewer to pass it
to the server and do a login without credentials.

7.3.4. Selecting internal or external viewer
When using LinkManager mobile, just select the VNC service like in 7.1:

Then click “START” to get access to the VNC server through the In-Browser
VNC viewer.
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Note that this screen has a 30 second time-out, and “START” should be selected within the 30 second timeframe. Otherwise the VNC client cannot connect:

The same is true for selecting “Use External Viewer” and starting the external
program.
If the External viewer is selected, it can be changed back to the Internal Viewer
here:

7.3.5. Using the In-Browser viewer
When connected to the VNC server using the In-Browser VNC viewer, there
will be an option tab to the left of the screen:

Clicking this tab will roll out the options menu:
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The options menu (rotated for readability) can have a different number of icons
depending on platform and use. The one depicted here is from FireFox on
iOS.
Hand Icon: This icon appears when the VNC target screen is larger
than the host screen, typically on mobile devices.
Clicking this icon will turn the pointer into a hand icon and let you
move the target screen around.

Mouse Icon: Clicking icon this will toggle between left, right and middle mouse button. The icons start with the left button (marked blue).
This icon appears on mobile devices and is used to emulate a mouse
click from the desired mouse button.

Keyboard icon: When the host system does not have a keyboard
(Normally on mobile devices), pressing this button will bring up the
virtual keyboard on the device.

Key icon: To send special keyboard combinations, this icon can be
used. The picture below (rotated for readability) lets the user select
between (from left to right):
•

Ctrl key (Control)

•

Alt key (Alternate)

•

Tab key (Tabulator)

•

Esc Key (Escape)

•

Ctrl-Alt-Del key sequence

Clipboard icon: With this icon, text can be pasted from the host to
the target system. See example below
When text is entered, it will be available for the local OS on system
that supports it. Clicking “Clear” will erase the clipboard data.

Fullscreen icon: Pressing this button will display the VNC target
screen without borders or other headers. This icon is present on Android but not all operating systems, iOS will not have this ability.
Please note that this button has nothing to do with image scaling.
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Settings icon: Pressing this button will bring up the settings menu
(see picture below).
Some of these settings are selected by default and cannot be
changed. This includes the “WebSocket” and the “Shared Mode” settings.
Other settings might be unavailable depending on context and host platform.
View Only: This setting is self-explanatory; it
locks the target so no changes can be made.
This option persists through browser sessions
and devices on the same GateManager.
Scaling Mode: There are 4 options, “None”,
“Local Scaling”, “Local Downscaling” and “Remote Resizing”.
“None” will display the target precisely the size
as the original, leaving the image either too big
or too small, the hand icon can be used to
mode the image around.
“Local Scaling” will do both upscaling and
down-scaling, while “Local Downscaling” only
allows downscaling.
“Remote Resizing” will request the target to
resize the target screen to match that of the
VNC viewers host screen.
Logging: can be switched between “Error”,
“Warn”, “Info” and “Debug”. This setting will
control the logging to the Java Script Console.
Automatic reconnect should not be configured
as it has no effect in this scenario.

Exit icon: Pressing this icon will terminate the current selection and
return to the Appliance view.
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8.

Advanced Tech Topics
In this chapter, we will be addressing some of the technological advanced
topics that are in this release.

8.1. API changes
8.1.1. Extended Status Information
The HTML “Tray Icon Status” (/icon) contained information not found in the
JSON Connection Status (/api/status). Section 3.3 has been updated with new
“attach” and “license” labels. See the API documentation for 7.2 for detailed
information.
8.1.2. Hostname changes
A new configuration parameter has been added to the JSON API, called “Hostname”, available for Windows and Linux.
The hostname forwarded to GateManager in the heartbeat as part of the appliance name <Name>["hostname"] See chapter 9 in the API documentation.
If Hostname is not specified (<blank>), SME will read the hostname from the
host system.
8.1.3. Windows 10 Anniversary update (1607)
As a result of the changes to device driver security in the Windows 10 Anniversary Update (1607), all driver certificates have been resigned by Microsoft.
The new driver signing is important as it allows them to be used when secure
boot is enabled on Windows 10.

9.

Documentation
The following new documents have been created or updated
-

API Documentation V1.6
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10. APPENDIX – Troubleshooting Secondary ID
Continue from Chapter 2.2 above Secondary ID (Serial 2)
From release 7.2, all appliances have been issued a Secondary ID.

In addition to the normal serial number generated by the appliance, we have
added a Secondary ID (also named “Serial2”) to enhance security.
If this number changes from the one stored on the GateManager, it will be
rejected by the GateManager with an error message on the appliance:

A padlock icon will appear on the GateManager, both on the Appliance icon
at the left, and at the top (red).
There will also be a yellow padlock icon on the far right of the screen:

Selecting this padlock icon will manually allow the appliance to be accepted
by the GateManager and connect.
Note that the GateManager has not yet exchanged status information, and the
SiteManager is listed as 7.2 (17145) until it can connect again to the GateManager. Although it’s currently on 7.1 (16444).

When the padlock icon has been selected, the appliance will be in a suspended state before reconnecting.

To shorten wait time, the appliance will reconnect immediately after a reboot:
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10.1.1. Reconnect periods
When the appliance reconnects, its reconnect period will depend upon the
firmware version. If the appliance is on a 7.1 firmware version (and below) the
appliance will take 12 hours to reconnect. On 7.2 and above it will take a maximum of 15 minutes. This can be overridden on both versions by restarting the
appliance (i.e. starting and stopping the SiteManager Embedded service or
rebooting the SiteManager Hardware).
10.1.2. Padlocked scenarios
Under normal operation a padlock will not occur, but it could appear in special
scenarios.
A special scenario (as stated below) could be that a SiteManager was manually downgraded through the SiteManager GUI from 7.2 to 7.1 using an “.ffs”
file, thus having its Secondary ID deleted as the 7.1 version has no knowledge
of it. When reconnecting after the upgrade, a mismatch between the GateManager and the SiteManager will occur.
Example of scenarios that produce a padlock icon:
-

Downgrading any SiteManager using the internal upgrade function in the
SiteManager GUI (Maintenance -> Upgrade), from 7.2 and above to 7.1
and below.

-

On SiteManager Embedded, deleting the Secondary ID (i.e. due to factory
reset, registry changes or file deletion)

-

Downgrading a LinkManager to a pre 7.2 version (see “Pre 7.2 LinkManagers (IMPORTANT!)”)

10.1.3. Technical details
The Secondary ID is a string of 1-127 characters (range from 0x21 to 0x7e).
When auto generated by the system it will default to a 64-character random
string value (a-z, A-Z, 0-9).
It identifies the Appliance (SiteManagers, LinkManager Appliances, etc.) towards the GateManager along with the normal serial number.
10.1.4. Padlock will show in two variations
If you have the Padlock showing you have two appliances using the same
serial number. One SiteManager is the intended SiteManager and the other
must be a hijacked SiteManager. The Secondary ID prevent the hijacked
SiteManager to be active so everything is OK.
Let’s see an example.
1) Intended SiteManager connect

2) Hijacked SiteManager connect at the same time

You will not see any issue because the correct SiteManager is still connected and the Hijacked SiteManager will in silence be rejected.
3) Intended SiteManager goes offline while Hijacked SiteManager try to connect:

Hijacked SiteManager will be rejected.
Mouse over will show: “Appliance is using wrong credentials; connection
blocked. Click to unlick/reset credentials.”
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4) Intended SiteManager connect again:

When the Intended SiteManager reconnect (powered on) it will again take
over the connection.
Mouse over will show: “Rejected connection from (duplicate) appliance
using wrong credentials. Click to clear message.”
Pressing the padlock icon will just remove the RED background. Hijacked
SiteManager will still be rejected in the background, like in first (1) case.
Note: The SiteManager GUI button will only show when it is Intended SiteManager that is connected.
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11. APPENDIX – Let’s Encrypt
The following chapter will show a few hints when trying to install the Royaltyfree Web-server Certificate.

11.1. Staging server for experimental tests
Use the Staging environment if you need to make experiments before your
installation is ready for a real Web-Certificate
https://letsencrypt.org/docs/staging-environment/
https://letsencrypt.org/docs/rate-limits/

11.1.1. To switch to staging server:

Enable Expert Mode

Enter Edit mode and change the ACME fields like:

Staging mode for testing and unlimited Duplicate Certificates.
The server will need a reboot.
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Result of a Staging certificate request:

11.1.2. Result:
The certificate will NOT be a trusted Cert. for various browsers as expected
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11.2. Failed request will prompt a trouble-shooting tips

In this case, it is likely that there is not port 80 access from the internet to the
local GateManager address (http-01).

11.3. CASE: Public IP and public hostname don’t match

In this case the Server source IP don’t match the hostname’s assigned IP like:
hkromann.dk.
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11.4. Valid Web-Certificate but server lost it’s hostname

In this case the server don’t even have a hostname. And the current WebCertificate don’t match the hostname (172.16.16.76).

11.5. GateManager with no hostname is not supported

It is not possible to request a certificate for an IP address.
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11.6. Too many renewals
In case the certificate has been renewed too frequently it will be rejected. In
writing the limit is set to 5 certificates pr. 7 days. See chapter above for “Staging environment” in case certificate testing is necessary.

Error: Rejected - Error creating new cert :: Too many certificates
already issued for exact set of domains: gm9250own.dyndns.org

11.7. Install Certificate anyway

It is possible to install the Web-certificate even if the hostname and public IP
don’t match. This can be in case the GateManager has dual WAN connections
and therefor might use the failover address when it try to request the Lets
Encrypt Certificate.
Important! There must still be TCP:80 access on the right IP address to the
Server for the Lets Encrypt to validate the server. In this case it is 80.165.4.115
need to be the one connecting to GateManager on port 80.
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11.8. Missing CURL on GM 8250

In case the Linux installation did not include the curl program. Go to the Linux
console and install curl.
Redhat/CentOS distributions:
# yum install curl
Debian/ubunto disatributions:
# apt-get install curl

11.9. Running on outdated Linux system
If for some reason the Linux system is not up to date you might have trouble
completing the Let’s Encrypt process. The GateManager will raise the Yellow
message below:
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In most cases a standard update of the linux OS is enough like:

Redhat/CentOS distribution:
# yum update
Debian/Ubunto distribution:
# apt-get update

/end
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